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Contained Wash-Out System



Graniterock is pleased to introduce the EnviroGuard

Chute Wash System.We are one of the few ready-mix

companies in California committed to equip most of our

ready-mix trucks with this completely contained

wash-out system.

No more need for the owner, general or sub contractor

to provide a wash-out area for ready mix trucks; thereby

eliminating any contamination, haul out or costly cleanliness

issues.This service will free the owner of any potential

violations of spillage, and create an “environmentally

friendly” jobsite.

Until now, there was no easy environmentally correct

way to wash off the chute on a ready-mix truck.The

Chute Wash System allows cleaning of chutes efficiently,

without creating an environmental hazard.The stone is

retained in the lightweight bucket while the cementitious

slurry and and is pumped back into the drum.
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environmentally correct

no wash-out area needed

no costly cleanup issues
at your construction site.

The driver attaches one
end of the hose onto the
bucket.

The other end of the hose
is attached to the air
operated pump.The truck
engine compressor is then
switched on and supplies
the air which turns the
pump on.

The driver then proceeds
with the chute wash down,
using the truck water supply
to wash the concrete
residue off of the chutes.
The wash down should take
4 to 6 minutes to complete.

The slurry water and sand is
recycled back into the truck
drum while the screen holds
aggregate in the bucket for
recycling. Drivers can wash
down at any location
necessary.
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environmentally correct

no wash-out area needed at your construction site

no costly cleanup issues

Graniterock is pleased to introduce the EnviroGuard Chute Wash
System. Unlike some other concrete companies Graniterock
provides this service free with every yard of concrete delivery.
We are one of the few ready-mix companies in California
committed to equip most of our ready-mix trucks with this
completely contained wash-out system.

No more need for the owner, general or sub contractor to
provide a wash-out area for ready mix trucks; thereby eliminating
any contamination, haul out or costly cleanliness issues.This service
will free the owner of any potential violations of spillage, and
create an “environmentally friendly” jobsite.

Until now, there was no easy environmentally correct way to wash
off the chute on a ready mix truck.The Chute Wash System allows
cleaning of chutes efficiently, without creating an environmental
hazard.
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